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The desegregation of the Atlanta Public Schools began as
the result of a class action suit brought by a group of citi¬
zens against the Atlanta Board of Education in 1958. The
legal action culminated fifteen years later on February 23,
1973, when the plaintiffs and defendants in the case of
Calhoun, et al., v. Ed S. Cook presented a jointly proposed
plan for settlement and final resolution of all the issues.
A voluntary pupil transfer program was included in the plan
of selected schools which had less than thirty percent (30%)
Black pupil enrollment. The Warren T. Jackson School was one
of the twenty schools identified as a participating school in
the pupil transfer program. The present pupil population of
the Warren T. Jackson School is fifty percent (50%) Black and
fifty percent (50%) White. The problem of this study was:
WHAT IS THE NATURE OF THE TEACHER-PUPIL INTERACTIONS
IN THE WARREN T. JACKSON SCHOOL SETTING?
Teacher behavior is an important element of the class¬
room interactions. What teachers think and do can be inferred
by a careful examination of their behavior in the classroom
and their interactions with their students. A study by Wendel
described this relationship between teachers and pupils as an
important factor in the classroom climate.
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The teacher is the key factor in the
development of this climate. The inter¬
relationships between the teacher and the
student is identified by most of the stu¬
dies as the primary variable in a positive
classroom climate, especially on the inter¬
mediate and elementary grade levels."^
The nature of the teacher behavior will determine the
nature of the classroom climate and the quality of teacher-
pupil interactions. If these interactions are positive, then
there will be a positive classroom climate. Conversely, if
these interactions are negative, then there will be a nega¬
tive classroom climate.
There is need for the study of the daily interactions
within the classrooms of an integrated school. Even though
the bi-racial school has been the subject of a variety of
studies, Nancy St. John, after reviewing extensive studies
of desegregated schools concluded.
The most needed type of research at this
juncture is probably not a mammoth longitu¬
dinal testing program with measurements on a
dozen background variables to allow exquisite
statistical manipulation. True, if the right
variables were measured well the results might
be very interesting. But, far more illumina¬
ting would be small-scale studies involving an¬
thropological observations of the process of
interracial schooling, across settings diverse
in black/white rations, in middle-class, lower-
class ratios and also diverse in their educa¬
tional philosophies and techniques. We do need
to learn more about the ways teachers think
and do, and how they effect the classroom
climate.2
^Robert L. Wendel, "Developing Climates for Learning",
Journal of Secondary Education 45 (November, 1970): p. 329.
^Nancy St. John, School Desegregation Outcomes for
Children (New York: John Wiley & Son, 1975): pi 22.
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Since the socio-cultural system of a school can in¬
fluence the teacher-pupil interactions, the Warren T. Jackson
School offered an opportunity to study the social system of
a bi-racial school. Therefore, the purposes of the study
were: (1) to ascertain the nature of the teacher-pupil in¬
teractions in the classroom process in the Warren T. Jackson
School, (2) to assess the behavior of the teachers in the
classroom which may indicate the expectations for the pupils.
The Warren T. Jackson School is unique, as a bi-racial
school in a predominantly Black school system. It offered
an opportunity to study the pupil population which is com¬
posed of bussed pupils and neighborhood pupils as determined
by the court-approved plan for the desegregation of the Atlanta
Public Schools.
This observational study consisted of classroom obser¬
vations at the Warren T. Jackson School during the spring of
1976. The writer observed the classroom process using the
anthropological field study method of Participant-Observation.
The observations were limited to an examination of teacher-
pupil interactions during the classroom process. The writer
observed the process in the roles of school volunteer, tutor,
room mother, and member of the parent-teacher organization.
The observations were limited to five classrooms, consisting
of kindergarten, first year, second year, fourth year and
fifth year classrooms and other activities that these classes
may take part in, such as library, music classes and the
playground and cafeteria.
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The observations were made in order to get a total
picture of the school setting and the various situations
within the setting which contribute to the total school
climate. In each situation the focus was on the nature
of the teacher-pupil interactions and the nature of the
teacher behavior in that situation.
This observational study is of significance because
it contributes to our knowledge of the social and academic
system of a bi-racial school. The findings should be of
value to researchers who are interested in the process of
integrated education in an urban, middle-class situation,
because the study describes some of the multi-cultural as¬
pects of interactions in an integrated setting, which effect
the climate of the school.
The study enabled the writer to make a documentation
of the classroom interactions in a bi-racial school, where
the academic achievement is high as measured by state and
national achievement tests. The study was significant to the
writer because it reaffirmed my belief in the value of an in¬
tegrated education as a basis for multi-cultural understand¬
ing in the American society.
Preview
In Chapter II, the review of the related literature il¬
luminates the importance of the teacher's role in structuring
the classroom climate. Several studies are also presented
which discuss the school conditions which are more favorable
to Black pupils in integrated school situations.
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The methodology employed an anthropological approach
and Chapter III outlines the procedures that were used during
the classroom observations.
The data were presented as cultural descriptions of the
classroom scenes in the school in Chapter IV and an analysis
of the data concludes the chapter.
The summary and conclusions of Chapter V review the
findings of the study. The chapter concludes with the impli¬
cations of the findings and the recommendations of the writer.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The importance of the teacher's role in the classroom
as a significant force in planning for and providing a posi¬
tive classroom atmosphere for learning has been the subject
of several studies. The teacher is regarded as an individual
who should have concern, empathy and positive behavior toward
her students. In the study of Furst and Mattleman, teachers
were compared on certain isolated variables as the determin¬
ing factors in the more successful situations. According to
this study, successful teachers use praise, creative question¬
ing and encouragement of creative thinking and activities.
Successful teachers use praise more effect¬
ively than unsuccessful teachers. Praise can
convey the message, "I think that you are worth¬
while." if the child realizes that he is being
praised and feels that he has earned the praise.
The kinds of questions a teacher asks affect
the classroom climate in other ways besides pro¬
viding occasion for praising. To answer an open-
ended question, for instance, a child is obliged
to use facts creatively. He learns them by think¬
ing about them rather than memorizing them, and
if he is like the children in the research study,
he will do better on an achievement test than if
his teacher had used low-level factual questions.
Successful teachers in general pay more attention
to what they think, more than unsuccessful teachers
do. 1
iNorma Furst and M. S. Mattleman, "Classroom Climate",
N.E.A. Journal 57 (April, 1968): p. 23.
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The study by Wendel indicated that the learning process
is largely determined by the structuring of the classroom
procedures by the teacher. Therefore, the resulting inter¬
action will be determined by the teacher management and or¬
ganization of the classroom. According to Wendel, the teacher's
role should be as a facilitator and structurer of the climate
and situation of learning:
The teacher must actively guide, or lead
and facilitate the structuring of the learn¬
ing. Thus, when classroom environment allows
students to inquire into their perplexities,
and when students have a significant role to
play in the selection and planning of learning
experiences, conditions present should allow
more meaningful learning to take place. Be¬
cause man seems to be a natural inquirer, the
classroom atmosphere should permit students
greater physical and mental freedom to work
alone or in groups moving from resource to
resource in their quest for clarity. This
procedure goes by several names: inquiry,
discovery, problem-solving, inductive learn¬
ing, heuristics and reflective thinking. The
teacher's role then becomes one of creating
climate conducive for reflective inquiry.1
According to these studies, it is better to allow
students to discover facts for themselves, and to have a
part in planning and selecting the learning activities. In¬
dividualized learning activities help to structure the organ¬
ization of the classroom to allow for individual differences.
The study by Wendel also indicates that the teacher
^Robert L. Wendel, "Developing Climates for Learning",
Journal of Secondary Education 45 (November, 1970),: p. 329.
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must give more independence within an understanding framework
in order to assist the students to reach their highest poten¬
tial. Wendel discusses the relationship between school clim¬
ate and the productivity of the students. He emphasizes the
procedures in the classroom which will help to bring out the
best in the students. The teacher's role in this procedure
is reiterated.
Among the several approaches used to reduce
threat and to promote more student open-minded¬
ness, the teacher must be more relaxed and some¬
what informal in the classroom, A second condi¬
tion that can assist the teacher in creating a
climate more conducive to reflective thinking is
to practice democratic group leadership. The
teacher's third function in the climate making
is to encourage group membership. This approach
certainly is more favorable than the static,
authoritarian climate which usually produces
boredom in the upper grades and potential stu¬
dent drop-outs. The school climate, therefore,
determines to a great degree the amount of future
productivity for the individual students,^
Teacher expectations for pupils is another important
factor in creating a climate conducive for learning. This is
an important factor because it effects the quality of the
teacher-pupil interactions in the classroom. A study by Corn-
blith, Davis and Buiton compared the interactions of teachers
and pupils in relation to pupil achievement.
Teacher-afforded public interactions or
response opportunities are divided into three
categories: direct questions, where the teacher
names a pupil before asking a question; open
questions, where the teacher selects a volunteer
to respond after asking a question; and a situa¬
tion where a pupil calls out an answer without
being asked to respond.
llbid.
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Of the various measures of teacher-pupil
interactions used ... six discriminated be¬
tween teacher behavior with high-ranked pupils
and low-ranked pupils. Differences favored the
highs and occurred primarily in the frequency of
teacher-pupil contacts which included teacher-
afforded interactions both public and private,
direct teacher questions and pupil-created inter¬
actions ... highs were asked more product ques¬
tions than lows and highs received more extended
teacher responses to their questions and comments.
At the elementary level, teacher-afforded,
highs and lows roughly equal response opportun¬
ities but provided highs with increasing amounts
of positive and encouraging feedback . . . the ele¬
mentary school studies reported differential tea¬
cher feedback, such as highs receiving proportion¬
ally more praise and less criticism, (Brophy and
Good, 1969b), high receiving more probing feedback
(Good and Brophy, 1969) and highs being ignored
less frequently (Brophy and Good, 1969b).1
Classroom climate is an important factor in any class¬
room regardless of the circumstances of the school setting.
In a bi-racial classroom, however, the teacher's attitude
toward pupils who are of different race is a crucial factor
in determining the success of the integrated school. The
factors which play a part in the interactions between teachers
and pupils were defined in Kenneth Clark's book. Dark Ghetto.
Dr. Clark discussed the attitudes of teachers toward Black
pupils in the ghetto schools of Harlem.
A child who is expected by the school to learn
does so; the child of whom little is expected pro¬
duces little. Stimulations and teaching based on
positive expectation seem to play an even more im¬
portant role in a child's perfoirmance in school than
does the community from which he comes. A key
^Catherine Cornblith, O. L. Davis, Jr., Christine Bulton,
"Expectations for Pupil Achievement and Teacher-Pupil Inter¬
action", Social Education 38 (January, 1974): pp. 57-58.9
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component of the deprivation which afflicts
ghetto children is that generally their
teachers do not expect them to learn. This
is certainly one possible interpretation of
the fact that ghetto children in Harlem de¬
cline in relative performance and in I.Q.
scores, the longer they are in school.1
According to Clark, race should not be a factor in a
learning situation and he suggested the type of teacher
attitude which would assist Black children in a school situa¬
tion in this way.
If teachers and administrators see children
as human beings with the ability to learn—who
will not necessarily present certain racial and
educational problems-—then there should be little
difficulty in meeting their educational needs.2
Nancy St. John expresses a similar viewpoint in rela¬
tion to the importance of expectations on children's academic
achievement and success in the bi-racial school situation.
According to the role theory, expectations
are assigned to individuals on the basis of
their locations in social systems. But in a
complex society there is great variation in
specific locations and attendant role expecta¬
tions . A most important role for a child is
that of student, but expectations vary with the
nature and reputation of their school and with
the perspective of the viewer. Those whose
expectations influence the young child most
are usually members of his family, his teachers,
and his neighborhood friends.
In the desegregated school, however, a Black
child does not necessarily escape the depressing
effect of low expectations of others. The ex¬
pectations of staff and pupils here may be low
for all, as perhaps is the case in the ghetto
school, but merely for the "culturally deprived".
^Kenneth Clark, Dark Ghetto (New York: Harper Torch
Books, 1965), p. 32.
2Kenneth Clark, Prejudice and Your Child (Boston:
Beacon Press, 1963), p. 93.
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the bussed, or the Black pupil. The effect
would be all the more devastating. The fact
that in such a school, his parents' expecta¬
tions for him are usually high could be in
fact dysfunctional for a child, suggests Katz
(1967), if his anxiety is thereby raised and
he is not supported by equally reassuring ex¬
pectations (and help) from his teachers.
There are techniques for raising the ex¬
pectations of teachers and peers for the aca¬
demic performance of minority group children.
Cohen and co-workers (1970) have demonstrated
in laboratory experiments with interracial
teams that public demonstration of the com¬
petence of Black subjects increases their
assertive behavior and white partners' expec¬
tations on the part of the staff can probably
have a facilitating effect on pupil motivation
even in a predominately Black school as evi¬
denced in the New York Demonstration Guidance
Program and the initial gains for pupils in
the Banneker Schools in St. Louis.^
According to Nancy St. John the role that the teacher
can play in a bi-racial situation is one of supportiveness
and assistance in those instances where there is a disparity
in the level of achievement of pupils. The importance of
individualization is crucial as a facilitating element in
the educational process. The bi-racial situation can be
threatening to a Black child, the way the teacher handles
this situation will make a difference in the total success of
the child to the situation. St. John discussed this important
factor in her study.
In a series of laboratory experiments Katz
(1968) demonstrated that Black subjects perform
better in a bi-racial situation when the threat
of punishment is mild, when the task is not de¬
fined as a test of intelligence, and when the
chance of success is believed to be slightly
better than even. Thus, the factors that will
^St. John, School Desegregation Outcomes for
Children, pp. 94-95.
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probably determine whether the desegregated
classroom is on balance academically facil¬
itating, rather than threatening, are: lack
of interracial tension and either initial
similarity in achievement level of Black and
white children or else supportiveness of school
staff, availability of school academic policies
that favor overcoming handicaps, avoidance of
competition, and above all individualization
of instruction.1
Although the studies by Wendel, Clark and St. John put
emphasis on the school situation and the teacher's role as
determining factors in pupil achievement, there are some
studies which emphasize the social economic status (SES) of
the child's family as the most important factor in the deter¬
mination of the academic achievement of a student. The study
bv Coleman examined the academic performance of pupils in se¬
gregated and desegregated schools to see if there was a dif¬
ference in the relative performance of these students.
The report found, as I have testified in
various court cases, and as has been confirmed
by numerous further analyses of these data, that
the academic achievement of children from lower
socio-economic backgrounds (black and white) was
benefited by being in schools with children from
higher socio-economic backgrounds (black and white).2
A report in the New York Times on desegregation of the
schools quoted this finding on the academic achievement of
Black children in white schools.
While finding that the single greatest deter¬
minant of a child's academic performance was his
family background, the report held that "if a
minority pupil from a home without much educational
llbid., p. 103
2james S. Coleman, "Two Letters on the Coleman Report",
The Great School Bus Controversy, Nicolaus Mills, ed., (New
York: Teachers College Press, 1973), p. 225.
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strength is put with schoolmates with strong
educational backgrounds, his achievement is
likely to increase."!
The report seems to suggest that the SES factor is im¬
portant in an integrated setting in making a difference in
the academic achievement of Black children. The high achiev¬
ing pupils influence the low achieving pupils. This would
seem to be a desirable effect, thus serving as a supplement
to the remedial education programs.
The assimilation of Blacks into the mainstream of Amer¬
ican society depends on the quality of education they receive
which will equip them to function effectively in the society.
The school experiences are preparation for their future in
that society. The U. S. Commission on Civil Rights' study.
Racial Isolation in the Public Schools, found certain factors
in desegregated schools which help prepare for the future and
encourage pupil aspirations.
. . .the student environment in desegregated
schools offers substantial support for high
achievement and aspirations. The majority of
the children in such schools are not stigmatized
as inferior. The students are likely to assume
that they will succeed in school and in their
future careers for the school reflects the main¬
stream of American Society.
. . .they also offer association with other
students who see a clear connection between their
education and later careers with no contradiction
or serious doubts. High aspirations held by Negro
^Diana Ravitch, "Busing: The Solution That Has Failed
to Solve", New York Times, 21 December, 1975, Sec. k., p. Et3.
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students in such schools are more likely
to be supported by similar aspirations
of their schoolmates.1
According to these studies, the benefit of integrated
schools would seem to be an increase in the level of academic
achievement and subsequent career aspirations. While this
effect on achievement might vary from pupil to pupil, the
level of academic achievement in a school would seem to have
a facilitating effect on individual pupil achievement.
^United States Commission on Civil Rights, Racial
Isolation in the Public Schools, Vol. I (Washington, D. C.;
Government Printing Office, 1967): p. 105.
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Summary
The review of the related literature serves to illum¬
inate some of the factors that might be present in the school
situation and thus served as guides to classroom observations
in the study. The studies described those factors that are
more likely to facilitate classroom teacher-pupil interactions.
It was the concern of the majority of the studies that teacher
attitudes determine the climate of the classroom. Teacher
expectations determine the academic success of their pupils
to some degree. Teacher reinforcement of high achieving
pupils by encouragement and positive feedback is an important
factor in the successful pupil performance in the classroom
and on achievement tests.
A main determinant of pupil academic achievement is the
socio-economic environment of the home. Low achieving pupils
from educationally deficient homes can be upgraded by associ¬
ation with high achieving pupils. The desegregated school
may provide a more encouraging climate for pupil aspirations
and achievement because it has more contact with the main¬
stream of American society. But the Black pupil achievement
can still be threatened, and certain conditions are more con¬
ducive to Black pupil success in integrated schools. Several
studies, such as those of Nancy St. John and Kenneth Clark,
suggest that Black pupils perform better in a bi-racial situa-
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tion when there is support by the school staff and/or the
achievement level is similar to that of the white pupils
and there is individualization of instruction and classroom
demonstration of Black pupils' competency.
The related literature provided the focus to formulate
the research questions of this study:
1. What is the nature of the teacher-pupil inter¬
actions in the classroom process at the Warren
T. Jackson School?
2. What is the nature of the teacher behavior which
indicates expectations for pupils at the Warren
T. Jackson School?
Those factors that have been identified in the related
literature as desirable for maximum benefit to pupils in
classroom interactions can be examined in the Warren T.
Jackson School to see if they exist or not and to study the
kind of interactions that do exist.
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
The research design of the observational study was
based on the anthropological field study methods, primarily
that of Participant-Observation. This method requires a
participant-observer to note behaviors as they occur in the
natural state. The method does not incorporate the use of
controls or experimental groups. Instead, the goal of the
research is to describe behaviors as they occur in the field
or natural cultural setting, and then to see if there are
generalizations that can be made concerning these behaviors.
According to Lutz and lannacone, the process is defined as
follows:
Participant observation is a process in which
the observer's presence in a social situation is
maintained for the purpose of scientific investi¬
gation. The observer is in a face-to-face relation¬
ship with the observed, and by participating with
them in their natural life setting, he gathers data.
Thus, the observer is part of the context being
observed, and he or she modifies and is influenced
by this context.
Total behavior is not observable to any re¬
searcher in any role by any method. The research¬
er can only select a sample for the population to
which he intends to generalize.^
This method has been used to study other cultural settings
such as hospitals and business organizations.
^Frank Lutz and L. lannacone. Understanding Educational
Organizations, (Columbus, Ohio; Merrill, 1969), p. 106.
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Another description by McCall and Simmons describes the
research methods as follows:
, . ,a style of research characteristically
used for seeking analytical descriptions of com¬
plex social organizations. This style emphasizes
direct observation, informant interviewing, docu¬
ment analysis, respondent interviewing, and direct
participation, and is made possible in large part
by repeated, genuinely social interaction with the
members of organizations under study. The use of
these techniques is organized by an unusual re¬
search design in which hypothesis generation, data
gathering and hypothesis testing are carried on
simultaneously at every step of the research
process.^
This method was found to be most appropriate for this type
of study since it sought to describe the social-cultural set¬
ting of a bi-racial school primarily in terms of teacher-pupil
interactions.
There is a need for this type of research in educational
organizations, for schools are cultural settings as well as
educational systems. Thus, they should be studied by socio¬
logical and anthropological field study methods.
Anthropological field research is not the
accounting of an event in some school or school
district viewed by some educator who happened
to be around, and who ends up telling us that
this or that did not work. Anthropological field
research is concerned with the careful study of
a complete socio-cultural system, in our case an
educational system.^
Another reason that this method was found to be most
suitable for this type of study is that the writer was not
seeking to find the relationship between two variables, but
^George J, McCall and J. L. Simmons, Issues in Participant
Observation: A Text and Reader, (Reading, Massachusetts:
Addison Wesley Publishing Company, 1969), p, 26.
^Frank W. Lutz and Margaret Ramsey, "The Use of Anthro¬
pological Field Methods in Education", Educational Researcher,
(November, 1974), p. 5.
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to imderstand the total school setting that was being studied.
McCall and Simmons point out this factor in their book. Issues
in Participant Observation.
Briefly, it is the problem in which one is more
interested in understanding some particular group
of sxibstantive social problem rather than in test¬
ing hypothesis about the relations between variables
derived from a general theory.^
There are three categories for the role of the observer.
These roles are defined as;
(1) The participant as an observer.
(2) The observer as a participant.
(3) The observer as a non-participant.^
The roles were used according to the circumstances of
the observation process. The writer used (1) and (2) more
extensively than (3) because the writer observed the class¬
rooms in their natural state, in the roles of a school volun¬
teer, tutor, room mother and member of the Parent-Teacher
Organization. Lutz and lannacone describe this method in
their book. Understanding Educational Organizations.
The participant as an observer is most in¬
hibited in his ability to take notes during ob¬
servations ... The participant must always act
as his natural role dictates. Thus, he is
prohibited from note taking in some social
situation lest he give away his activities.’
^McCall and Simmons, p. 340.




The administrator in the Warren T. Jackson School was
aware of the activities of the writer. The pupils and teach¬
ers, however, were not aware of the purposes of the non-par-
ticipatory observations. The writer had already been accepted
as a room mother and school volunteer by the teachers and
pupils. Fortunately, therefore, the writer was in a position
of confidence to observe classrooms in their natural state
without manipulation. The staff of the school was very coop¬
erative and completely willing to allow the writer to observe
the normal procedures of the classroom process.
Observation Schedule
The observation schedule consisted of weekly observa¬
tions in different classrooms, as a non-participating observer
Week I: fifth year - thirty minutes
Week II: fourth year - thirty minutes
Week III: second year - thirty minutes
Week IV: first year - thirty minutes
Week V: kindergarten - thirty minutes
There was a check on the frequency of data observed on
subsequent visits as a participant-observer in the role of
room mother, tutor and guest lecturer. These observations
were made in alternating weeks; Week I, Week III, Week V, for
a time period of one hour each. Additional observations were
made in the fifth year class during a field trip sponsored
by the writer as a project for the study of Black History.
These observations were done on a weekly schedule in
different classrooms in the school. The observations were
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made in kindergarten, first year, second year, fourth year,
and fifth year classes. These classes were also observed in
other settings such as the library, music classes, and play¬
ground, cafeteria and field trips.
Observation Procedure
The observations were made by noting specific behaviors
that occurred in the classroom by mentally noting the behav¬
iors and recording them as soon after the event as possible,
in the case of observations that were made during the time
the writer was in the role of school volunteer. The observa¬
tions made as a non-participant were noted on an outline ac¬
cording to specific categories based on the suggestions of
the related literature. (See Appendices for outline for data
collection.) The observations consisted of:
1. Single observations of a classroom for a
period of thirty minutes.
2. Observations of specific behavior in the
categories of teacher-pupil interactions,
teacher expectations, and individualized
activities.
3. The particular behaviors observed: ques¬
tions, statements, physical contacts
between the teacher and pupils.
4. The pupil behaviors observed included;
listening, observing, questioning, fa¬
cial signs, writing and work habits.
Recording of the Data
The writer maintained anecdotal records of all observa¬
tions made at the school. These records consisted of descrip¬
tive accounts of specific behaviors noted according to the
outline for data collection. An outline was made to record
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the behaviors according to specific categories. According
to Spradley and McCurdy, this is an important step in anthro¬
pological field study.
Categorization is not a discovery of the natural
groupings of objects in the environment. It is,
rather, an invention of ways to classify and organ¬
ize experience.!
Based on these suggestions, the writer decided on four
categories to observe and record. These categories were
used as a basis for an outline for data collection. The
categories suggested by the studies of Furst and Mattleman,





(4) social-economic status of the
pupils and the school
Data Analysis
The recording of the descriptions of the behaviors
that were observed in the classroom were the basis for an¬
alysis and interpretation. The data were recorded and analyzed
according to the categories of the outline for data collec¬
tion. The outline specified certain behaviors such as cre¬
ative questioning, elaboration of statements and physical
contact with the students by the teacher, and pupil behaviors
^James P. Spradley and David W. McCurdy, The Cultural
Experience: Ethnography in Complex Society, (Chicago:
Science Research Associates, Inc., 1972), p. 61.
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such as listening, observing, writing, and work habits. The
analysis provides descriptions of the nature of these beha¬
viors; i.e.. What kind of questions did the teacher ask the
students? What kind of statements did she make to the pupils?
These categories served as guides to the observations and the
behaviors were described as they occurred in the classroom.
The data were analyzed by noting specific behaviors that oc¬
curred throughout the different observations. These behaviors
were summarized and defined as basic behavioral tendencies
in the school situations. The summary was made after the pre¬
sentation of the data in each study.
This method of describing a culture is called Ethnography.
Ethnography is an anthropological method describing a culture
and it provides a system of data analysis. Spradley and
McCurdy described this method:
The final product of ethnographic research is
a written ethnographic account ... He listens,
observes, and participates in order to understand
how people define their experience. Then he must
reverse his course, take the data he has collec¬
ted, and translate it into a descriptive account
that can be understood by those unfamiliar with
the culture he has studied. It presents the con¬
cepts that make up one culture in terms meaningful
to readers in another. Analyzing your field notes
cannot be left until after the last field session.
After each interview or period of observation,
it is valuable to transcribe all you have learned
into as complete a record as possible. Then this
raw data can be used for formulating questions,
identifying categories and developing the various
kinds of definitions . . .
One type of analysis that must be done
during the early stages of research is to
limit what you will investigate. This is
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best done by listing all domains
or topics you could investigate in
the cultural scene.1
The basic data will be presented according to the var¬
ious social situations or classroom scenes that were observed.
These scenes will be described as they occurred in the school
setting. The data will present a picture of the nature of
teacher-pupil interactions in the Warren T. Jackson School.
The questioning process and teacher statements will then be
analyzed to see if they fit or do not fit the concepts and
assumptions of the related literature and the categories of
the outline for data collection.
Limitation of Participant Role
It is impossible to eliminate all bias from the study;
however, the observations were described as accurately as
possible as they occurred in the field. Several observations
were made of the teacher-pupil behaviors in the same class to
check on the reoccurrence of the interaction. Lutz and lan-
nacone explicate this factor:
It is contended that a careful and
accurate description and sentiments occurring
in a social system provides a bias free descrip¬
tion of the behavior of that system.2
Summary
The process of describing and summarizing the data that
was collected during the classroom observations provided a
^Spradley and McCurdy, The Cultural Experience; Ethno¬
graphy in Complex Society, p. 81.
2
Lutz and lannacone. Understanding Educational Organi¬
zations , p. 119.
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basis for making the conclusions and formulating the impli¬
cations of the study. The data were analyzed by noting spe¬
cific behaviors that had occurred throughout the different
observations. These behaviors of the teachers and pupils in
the classroom process were summarized and defined as basic
behavioral tendencies in the school situation. The sximmary
and conclusions indicate the elements within the setting of
the school which explain the interactions that may contri¬
bute to the high achievement scores in a bi-racial school situ¬
ation, The conclusions of the study provided the basis for
making implications about the study. This method of analysis
and conclusions and the generation of possible hypothesis
was suggested by Lutz and Ramsey,
Using the structural method the socio¬
cultural system is dissected into its im¬
portant elements and then reconstructed in
terms of the relationships among these ele¬
ments. This reconstruction represents a
model for hypothesis building, prediction
and operational decisions. It is essential
to the development of grounded theory and
explication of significant hypothesis that
should be tested through the use of experi¬
mental or field-experimental methods after
their development.^
The methodology of this thesis consisted of the anthro¬
pological field study methods of Participant-Observation and
Ethnography, the cultural anthropological method of de¬
scribing culture. These methods enabled the writer to ob¬
tain a picture of the socio-cultural status of the school.
The focus of the study centered on the teacher-pupil inter-
^Lutz and Ramsey, "The Use of Anthropological Field
Methods in Education", p. 5,
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actions in the classrooms of the Warren T. Jackson School.
The methodological procedures included the following process
(1) Categorization of specific behaviors to
be noted, which serve as guides to the
field observation.
(2) Systematic observations of the classroom
process on a time schedule.
(3) Recording and analysis of the data accord¬
ing to the category outline for data
collection.
(4) Ethnographic description of the data.
(5) Svimmary analysis of consistent, reoccur¬
ring behaviors in the study.
(6) Formulation of conclusions and implica¬
tions and/or hypothesis for future study.
CHAPTER IV
DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
The Physical Setting
The Warren T. Jackson School, located in the heavily
wooded Northwest section of Atlanta, is situated on a twelve
acre site of natural forest. The school, built in 1966, is
a building of cluster areas radiating from a central lobby
and reception area. The classrooms are arranged into suites
which consist of three to four classrooms, a teacher's office,
student and teacher rest rooms. The suites are self-con¬
tained, separated from the other suites by central hallways
that lead to all of the suites. The lunchroom and auditorium
are combined into a cafetorium in the lower level of the
building. The food preparation and lunch counter, as well
as arts and crafts rooms, are located in this same section.
The school has a playground area consisting of a bas¬
ketball court, a volleyball court and a play area for the
younger students equipped with swings, gym ladders, and
climbing equipment. This area is completely surrounded by
woods. At the end of the play area is a baseball field. The
students of an enrichment class at the school have created
a nature trail with markers and special areas for nature
study of wildflowers, trees and a natural brook within the
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twelve acre wooded area surrounding the school.
The Socio-Cultural Setting
The Warren T. Jackson School is located in an upper-
middle class section where the average price of the home is
in the range of $80,000 to $125,000. The White students at
the school come from homes where the parents are highly ed¬
ucated and professional people. The student assignment area
is very large, including students from the northeast as well
as the northwest areas of Atlanta. The White parents who
send their children to the school are committed to integrated
education. They participate in the activities of the school
and the volunteer program at the school. The mothers act as
tutors, special lecturers, teacher assistants and drivers
for school field trips.
One of the mothers commented during an informal inter¬
view that she wanted her daughter and son to attend a school
where there was a racial mixture as opposed to an all-White
school. Nevertheless, there has been a substantial decline
in the White enrollment when the voluntary transfer came into
being. Many of the parents who withdrew their children
enrolled them in one of the many private schools that are in
the area. As of the start of the 1975-76 School Year there
is a fifty percent (50%) Black student and fifty percent (50%)
White student enrollment in the school. This was a significant
increase in Black pupil enrollment as compared to the enroll¬
ment when the plan was inititated in 1973.
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As of January 25, 1973, the Warren T. Jackson School
had a sixteen point eight percent (16.8%) Black pupil enroll¬
ment, mainly of children who had been enrolled under the
majority plan of 1970.
Jackson is presently 16.8% Black, with 59
Black and 292 White students. It is proposed
that the sixth grade comprised 66 White and 10
Black students be transferred to Sutton Middle
School, and that 60 Black students enrolled by
M to M recruitment so as to increase the Black
enrollment to 30%.1
The majority of the Black students who attend the school
also come from Middle-class and professional families. Sev¬
eral very prominent politicians send their children to the
school. The Black students are bussed to the school from
southwest, southeast, and lower northwest communities of
Atlanta. The students are part of the voluntary transfer
plan, formerly called the majority to minority program. The
Black students come from homes that emphasize academic achieve¬
ment, and many of the parents are college-educated and pro¬
fessional people.
The socio-cultural climate of the school could be de¬
scribed as middle-class and achievement-oriented. The stu¬
dents ' behavior indicates the importance of the educational
process as viewed by their parents.
Students are allowed to work in different suites,
according to their abilities. For instance, a first grade
girl reads a third grade book with the high reading group in
^Calhoun v. Cook, et al.. Civil Action 6298, Atlanta,
Georgia; (United States District Court for Northern District
of Georgia, 1973), (unofficial report), p. 16.
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a second grade class next to her classroom. Children are
encouraged to read independently and in small groups for
instruction. There are many children in each classroom who
are reading above grade level. My son, who is in first grade,
began in a pre-primer in September; he is reading a second
grade book now. Each day he has individual tasks in differ¬
ent siibjects, and he is encouraged to complete his workbooks
on his own. The pupils take a great deal of pride in progress¬
ing and learning new tasks. When I asked my son what he
liked best, getting ahead or learning new words, he responded
that he liked to learn new things and that he was learning
many new things.
There is an active Parent-Teacher organization at the
school. The parents' organization works very closely with
the Principal in planning for the activities in the school.
The parents' organization plans for and organizes an annual
family night picnic. A group of room mothers plans for and
assists the teachers in planning extra-curricular activites
such as field trips and classroom parties.
I observed that there are more White parents represen¬
ted at the PTO meetings than Black parents in relation to
the nxamber of children in the school. There may be several
reasons for this phenomenon: namely, that many Black parents
work evenings or that they do not have transportation to the
school. All of the White parents live within the vicinity
of the school, and it is more convenient for them to attend
the meetings. The school administrator encourages the par-
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ents to participate in the school. The PTO raises money to
give equipment and provide for school parties during the
school year. There is an annual Family Picnic at the end of
the school year which is sponsored by the PTO. Parents have
donated plants, trees, and photographic equipment to the
school. Most of the school PTO members also make classroom
presentations such as lectures, storytelling and demonstra¬
tions to the classes. The PTO sponsors several events during
the school year. One outstanding event sponsored by the PTO
was a school open house for the community residents to see
the teachers and pupils during a regular school day.
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The Open House
The members of the PTO and the parent
volunteer group acted as hostesses and guides
for parents at the Open House and Tour. Coffee
and refreshments were served and the atmosphere
was congenial. The parents took turns escorting
the guests around the school, in the classrooms,
library, cafetorium and school offices. The guests
asked questions about the curriculum and the or¬
ganization of the school. There was a surprise
visit by the Mayor of the City and pictures were
taken of the group.
The parent volunteers and PTO board members
exchanged conversation on the merits of the school.
"My child is very happy here." (White parent)
"This is a unique school." (Black parent) "My son
will be promoted to a new school in the fall. I
wish he could stay here." (White parent) "My child¬
ren have gone on so many field trips, they are going
to Atlanta University next week." (White parent)
"I like this area. I hate to move." (White parent)
"I think it would be hard to duplicate this kind of
atmosphere, the quality of education and the racial
mix." (White parent)
A discussion ensued on the topic of the White
parents and Black parents who had their children en¬
rolled in private school and who were considering
transferring their children to the public school.
"This school has excellent facilities and physical
layout, there is a very good music program, and
there is a great deal of demand on the students in
terms of homework and class projects." (White
parent) "There is an emphasis on research and cre¬
ative use of materials and independent activities,
which I like very much." (Black parent) "I think
if the sixth year was returned to this school, more
parents in the area would consider the school, in¬
stead of a private school." (White parent) I
think the real estate people are responsible for
the lack of young families in the area because they
emphasize the high taxes, and the problems in the
public schools.
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The Open House had been held to encourage
more parents from the school area to enroll their
children in the school. The feeling was that there
had been many rumors throughout the community as to
the kind of school that Jackson was. The parents
who attended the school Open House were very impressed
with the classrooms and the facilities of the school.
There were six White parents and three Black parents
who participated as hostesses at the Open House, and
they helped to set the climate of the parent body of
the school, who are very conscious of the quality of
education that their children are receiving and who
give of their time willingly to help in the school
activities.
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The School Administration and Staff
The school is administered by a very competent, female.
White principal who believes in quality integrated education
and administers the school accordingly. This school has a
leadership team composed of some teachers, principal and a
parent representative who plan for the curriculum and academic
program of the school. This leadership team meets weekly to
review the progress of- the teachers in each suite. The teacher
representatives report to the other teachers in the individual
suites on the decision of the leadership team. The teachers
rotate as suite representatives to the leadership team so that
each member of the faculty has an opportunity to be a member
of the team. This procedure is a part of the Elementary Curri¬
culum Development Program which is used in over 84 of the
elementary schools in the Atlanta System.
The racial composition of the school faculty is comprised
of five Black classroom teachers, eight Black teacher aides,
six White classroom teachers, seven special education teachers
and the school principal and secretary who are also White.
All the faculty members are female. The non-certified staff,
such as lunchroom workers and janitor, are Black. However,
the aspect of racial identification is not emphasized.
The teachers plan for their program as a team and in¬
dividually. The principal encourages the participation of
the parents as well as autonomous planning of the teachers
for their classrooms. The teachers work cooperatively and
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individually in each suite. The teachers are assisted in
each classroom by full-time teacher aides who also serve as
supervisors on the busses that bring the Black students from
their respective communities.
The school staff also includes two special music teachers,
a Spanish language teacher and a full-time librarian. There
is also a teacher for gifted students and a remedial reading
teacher. Until February, 1976, there was also a teacher for
retarded students. Each of the special teachers works with
individual students for these specific activities.
Each class in the school receives instruction in
Spanish bi-weekly and in music once a week. The special music
teacher has produced several musical plays and special musical
selections at school assemblies and Parent-l'eacher meetings.
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Student Academic Performance
Academic achievement test scores on state and national
achievements tests seem to indicate that the pupils at the
Warren T. Jackson School are achieving above the national
norms on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills. The fourth year
class at Warren T. Jackson achieved the highest test scores




The observations in each classroom are described in the
following pages for grades one through five. The classroom
activities of the resource and special education teachers
are also described as they relate to the teacher-pupil inter¬
actions in these classrooms.
The writer presented a cultural lesson on Africa and
sponsored a trip for the fifth year students to the Atlanta
University Library's Special Collection. Each social situa¬
tion is described separately as evidence of the nature of
teacher-pupil interactions at the Warren T. Jackson School.
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The First Year Class
The first year class was observed during a
reading lesson which consisted of individualized
and small group activities. The pupils worked in¬
dependently and in groups according to their read¬
ing levels. The class was allowed to use the
learning centers such as art, games, writing and
the class library when they finished their indi¬
vidual reading assignments. The racial composition
of the class consisted of six Black boys, five
White boys, three Black girls, and five White
girls. The teachers worked with a small group
and made several statements, such as, "Complete
all of your work before going to the centers."
"Work very quietly, because some of the people
are reading." The pupils followed her instruc¬
tions, and each one worked on some task or ac¬
tivity. The teacher expected them to complete
their assignments within a certain time period.
At the end of the lesson, a Black girl came in
and stated, "I got 100% on all my work; I am
reading 'Secrets' (a second grade reader) now!
I got the highest grade in my group!" The other
children listened to her, and she was very proud.
Most of the children are reading on
different levels. There seems to be a desire
on their part to finish as many books as they
can and to progress to the higher levels. Dur¬
ing the lesson some of the pupils came over to
me and asked if I would help them with their
work. Each pupil attended to their assignment
and did not disturb the other children. They
used the centers; some worked together on games
or puzzles.
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The Second Year Class
The second year class was observed during
a reading lesson. The class consisted of five
White girls, four White boys, eight Black girls
and four Black boys. The teacher instructed the
pupils in their activities for the first hour of
the instructional day. They were instructed to
work individually on a mathematics lesson, while
she instructed a small group on reading skills.
The pupils were given the option to work individ¬
ually or in small groups of four. The students
were very relaxed, several of the girls had taken
off their shoes> since the floors are carpeted,
and walked around in their stocking feet. Some
of the boys sought assistance from each other.
The girls worked individually and in small groups.
Only a few of the pupils consulted the teacher for
assistance. Four of the Black girls seemed very
confident and some of the other pupils consulted
them. The teacher reminded the students on several
occasions to keep their voices down and the pupils
listened to her, though they were still very active
The groups consisted of Black girls and White girls
sitting together and Black boys and White boys sit¬
ting together. The pupils did complete their
assignments although the teacher had to remind
them to concentrate on their assignments. Some of
the pupils concentrated on their work, others,
especially some of the boys, did not work as dili¬
gently. When the pupils finished their assignments
they took out extra assignments in spelling, which
the teacher had explained before the reading period
began.
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School PTO Class Play Presentation
A third year class presented a play for the
PTO meeting. (It is a parent organization con¬
fined to this school because of alleged discrimin¬
atory activities on the part of the state PTA
organization.) The play, called "STARS AND STRIPES",
presented the historical account of Betsy Ross and
the American flag. There were a total of ten (10)
children in the play, three (3) Black girls and
two (2) Black boys, all of whom had speaking parts.
One Black boy played the role of George Washington,
two (2) Black girls played friends of Betsy Ross.
The children displayed enthusiasm and confidence
in the roles that they played. A group of fifth
year boys sang a medley of patriotic songs. The
boys were equally divided between Black and White.
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The Fourth Year Class
The fourth year class at Warren T. Jackson
School received the highest scores of all fourth
year classes in the public elementary schools in
Atlanta. I observed the fourth year class during
a mathematics lesson. The class began their les¬
son with individual assignments and all students
worked quietly on their individual tasks. The
teacher called the class to attention by giving
instructions to clear their desks and take out
the materials needed for the mathematics lessons.
The atmosphere could be described as businesslike,
quiet and relaxed. The students wasted no time
in preparing the books, pencils and paper for
this lesson. The teacher introduced the lesson
with several examples on long division, the topic
of the lesson. She explained the procedures for
computation of long division. Several students
asked questions about the steps taken to compute
the problems, in order to clarify for themselves
the concepts that had been presented. The teacher
asked questions and called on individuals for an¬
swers. The students answered questions. I ob¬
served that those students who did not answer the
questions listened attentively to the answers of
their classmates.
The teacher was informally interviewed after
the lesson by the writer as to the behavior of the
students and the group progress of the class as a
whole. The teacher indicated to the writer that the
students were generally on the 6th or 7th grade level
in most of their subjects, and the average I.Q. was
120. Since the student ability was high, the teach¬
er indicated that her expectations were high. The
students worked individually after the lesson for
20-30 minutes, and the classroom atmosphere con¬
tinued to be quiet and industrious.
The teacher worked with a small group while
the other students continued with their projects.
The behavior and work habits of the students seemed
to be very mature. Even though during the recess
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period the students played with each other as
nine year olds play, their academic behavior
seemed much more mature than their chronological
age would suggest. They demonstrated a serious
interest in their class assignments.
The class consisted of six Black boys,
eight White boys, five Black girls, and six
White girls. The students seemed to relate
to each other during the individual activities
by asking each ‘other questions on the assign¬
ments. They did not disturb each other un¬
necessarily but concentrated on their individ¬
ual tasks. The physical environment of the
classroom lent itself to a freedom of movement
from resource center to resource center, and
the students used the reference area of ency¬
clopedias and other reference books.
The floors are carpeted and the students
are allowed to lie down on the floor to do their
assignments. Some of the group work is done with
the teacher and students sitting in a circle on
the carpet. The bulletin boards indicate the
multicultural content of the curriculum. One
bulletin board had the caption: ETHNIC GROUPS IN
AMERICA (FAMOUS BLACK AMERICANS). The science
center was labeled with the caption: SCIENCE
CENTER: HOW - WHAT - WHY. The students seemed
well trained in the procedures for individual
activities. The school is part of the ELEMENTARY
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT project of the Atlanta
Public Schools which emphasizes the individualized
process of learning. The children worked with no
reminders from the teacher. Few sought help from
the teacher. They did not seem to need the teach¬




The fifth year class was observed during
a reading lesson. The students were grouped
according to their reading ability. The groups
worked individually as the teacher moved from
group to group. The teacher began working with
the highest reading group. Each student had an
opportunity to participate by asking and answer¬
ing questions based on the reading material. One
Black girl acted out a character's part in the
story. The teacher selected her to participate;
afterwards, she was praised for her portrayal.
The teacher worked with each group in order. Each
group was questioned as to the content and speci¬
fics of the story in their reading assignment.
The students had to prepare homework assignments
to be ready for the reading lesson. There seemed
to be an emphasis on homework preparation in this
fifth year class. The students were given assign¬
ments every night in some skill in reading, spell¬
ing, English and mathematics. My son is in this
class, and his assignments average about an hour
each night except Friday. The teacher checks the
assignments by allowing the students to mark each
other's papers each morning with the marks re¬
corded by the teacher. The students are expected
to complete these nightly assignments, otherwise
they will fall behind.
The teacher made several statements during
the reading lesson, such as, "You have got to
learn your skills, you will be tested on these
skills in April." The teacher made comments to
the writer during the informal interview after the
lesson that, "I am responsible for these students'
learning of their skills." "They must learn these
skills." The students understand what is expected
of them, and they follow the procedures that the
teacher has trained them to follow in the classroom
organization. They move from reading to mathematics
or from reading to spelling in a businesslike manner
The classroom routines emphasize continuity of work
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with the minimum interruptions. After the
students had worked on assignments for one
hour, they were allowed a break, a snack
period for about ten minutes; and they re¬
turn to their class assignments. The em¬
phasis is on the thoroughness of work and
mastery of essential skills.
The fifth year class racial compo¬
sition consisted of ten Black boys and six
Black girls, eight White girls and six White
boys. The White students live in the North¬
west and Northeast areas of Atlanta so the
school is their neighborhood school. The
Black students are participants in the vol¬
untary transfer program, which allows Black
students from other areas to be bussed to
the Warren T. Jackson School.
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A Science Lesson
The fifth year class has had a series of
projects in science which has included science
experiments on weather, heat, drugs, sound and
human biology. The lesson that the writer ob¬
served was unique, because the students took
their experiments outdoors to the woods in back
of the school to observe changes in their experi¬
ments due to the weather. The experiments in¬
cluded rain gauges, ground temperature measurements,
dew measurements, etc. The students took their
experiments outside where each student had to
explain what the purpose of the experiment was
and what the instrument would measure. Some of
the Black students participated. It was my
observation, however, that the Black students
in the class, who were poor readers, did not
get a chance to participate because they had to
attend a remedial reading class. The students
who did participate enjoyed the lesson. Each
student made a contribution to the lesson.
The students and the teacher showed atten¬
tion to the students as they presented their
experiments. The teacher praised them for their
preparation and presentation by statements such
as, "This is a very interesting experiment",
"You prepared the experiment very well." The
teacher asked the students to clap after each
student's presentation. The experiments showed
a great deal of effort and creativity; the stu¬
dents had used various materials such as wood,
paper and metals to construct the experiments.
The writer observed that the Black students
were all clean and well-groomed; it appeared
that their clothing was recently purchased.
Although the Black students were all clean, there
seemed to be some difference between the Black
students from the Southwest section of Atlanta
and the Jonesboro section of Atlanta. The students
from the Southeast section of Atlanta wore older
clothing, and it did not appear as crisp and new
as the students from the other area. The students
from the Southwest area participated more often
in the classroom and during the science lesson.
The students from the Southeast area participated
less often. These students were part of the group
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that had to attend the remedial reading class.
One interesting observation that the writer
noted was that during the lulls in the classroom
activities and the recess time activities, the
White girls and the Black girls played with each
other's hair. This play consisted of braiding
and fluffing for the Black girls' hair, whereas
the White girls' hair was smoothed and pulled
gently down their backs. The girls from the
Southwest Atlanta area, seemed to wear their hair
in pony-tailed style or loose. The Black girls
from the Southeast area wore their hair in corn-
rows. The hair play took place more often bet¬
ween the girls from the Southwest area and the
White girls in the class.
There seemed to be harmony between the girls
of different racial groups and between the boys
ofdifferent racial groups; but there did seem to
be friction between the girls and Black boys of
different racial groups. Specifically, the White
girls and Black boys fussed more often with each
other. The White girls showed some dislike for
the boys by facial expressions and verbal conflict.
This phenomena was noted on the field trip, as
well; when the Black boys were engaged in singing
some soul tunes, the White girls grimaced their
faces.
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Fifth Year Homework and Individual Projects
The fifth year teacher gives homework
assignments to the pupils every evening ex¬
cept Friday. The length of the homework
assignments varies from one hour to one hour
and a half each day. The assignments usually
involve reinforcement exercises in spelling,
English grammar, mathematics and science. The
teacher expects the students to create individ¬
ual projects such as dioramas, models and charts
to illustrate the evaporation of water, a chart
of different cloud formations, a model of the
Washington Monument, a diorama of dinosaurs and
a chart to illustrate sunspots. The classroom
was filled at all times with the homemade pro¬
jects of the pupils. The pupils discussed their
projects in class and demonstrated how to use
the experiments and the concepts that were in¬
volved. One outstanding model that was displayed,
demonstrated the effect of smoking on the lungs.
The smoking machine captured the residue of tar
and smoke that results from the inhalation of
cigarettes. A cotton ball inside the machine
held the particles of tar and then the pupils
could see how a person's lungs would also fill
up with these particles of tar.
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The Resource Teachers
There are seven resource teachers at the
Warren T. Jackson School. These teachers in¬
clude the librarian, the Discovery Class (en¬
richment) teacher, the remedial reading teacher,
the art teacher, two music teachers and a Span¬
ish language teacher. The librarian, Spanish
language teacher, and the music teachers instruct
all of the classes at the school.
Music Teachers
There are two music teachers for vocal and
instrumental instruction. The vocal music teacher
has a doctorate in music education and she instructs
the pupils in singing and play production. Several
musical presentations were made during the Spring
Term, 1976, including the musical adaptation of
"Tom Sawyer." The plays were presented to the
school audience, as well as the Parent-Teacher Or¬
ganization. The students who participated in the
production were chosen from each classroom. They
were required to rehearse the play and make costumes
for the final presentation. Black and White pupils
participated in the play.
The Remedial Reading Teacher
The remedial reading teacher instructs those
pupils who are reading one year to three years be¬
low grade level. These pupils meet with the teacher
two to five times weekly. The Black students who
attend this class are mainly students who reside in
the Southeast section of Atlanta. There are also
several White students from the Northwest area in
the classes. The pupils are assisted individually
and they are grouped according to similar instruc¬
tional levels. The primary purpose of this class
is to bring up the reading levels of the pupils to
at least grade level. The school is primarily a
high achieving school, and this class enables those
pupils who are not on grade level to catch up with
their classmates. The emphasis in the school is on
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achievement above grade level; therefore, these
classes are essential in helping to support those
students who are not achieving on their grade level.
The Discovery Class
The discovery class is a special enrichment
class for students who are reading two years above
grade level. The primary learning activities con¬
sists of creative writing, reinforcement games and
development of an outdoor nature trail. The pupils
contribute written articles to a monthly class news¬
paper called "Discovery." The pupils write articles
such as poems, limericks, short stories and puzzles.
The main project of this class has been the outdoor
learning laboratory which includes a three-quarter
mile nature trail, a learning garden, a water study
station and a thinking-under-the-sky classroom.
Both White and Black students participate in this
class. Although, most of the Black students are
from the Southwest area of Atlanta. The nature trail
is within the twelve acre forest surrounding the
school. All of the students had an opportunity to
make a contribution to the development of the nature
trail.
The Library Class
The library class emphasizes the use of the
library for individual and group research. Indi¬
vidual children can use the library to look up
information on topics that have been discussed in
class or that they are researching for individual
projects. The librarian has trained the students
to use the card catalogue to look for books and to
check them out of the library. The library routines
are taught beginning with first graders. Each
class visits the library every week and these skills
are reinforced, so that the students use the library
with confidence and ease. The first year classes
attend the library for story hour and to get books
for individual reading. The librarian expects the
pupils to master the library skills and to use
them whenever they visit the library.
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The library is both the physical and learn¬
ing center of the school. It is accessible from
all of the classes. Each class has a library
period each week for research, book selection or
story hour. The librarian works closely with the
classroom teachers to assist the pupils to maxi¬
mize the use of the library for instructional
purposes. I observed a fifth year class and a
first year class in the library and the pupils
were looking for source books on the topics that
they were studying in class. They worked alone
or in small groups and the teacher and the lib¬
rarian assisted them to find the books that they
needed. They reviewed and discussed the informa¬
tion that they found for their research topics.
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The Tutoring Classes
There is an ESAA Program which is part
of a federal grant (Title IV) at the school for
those children who are in need of additional
assistance, in upgrading their reading skills.
Presently, there are only fourteen children in
the program; seven of these children are Black
from the Southwest section of Atlanta. The pro¬
gram began with twenty children; however, several
of these pupils made rapid progress in their
reading achievement level, they no longer needed
to participate in the program. This class was
established at the Jackson School as part of the
federal supported program to close the gap bet¬
ween the test scores of Black and White children
on national achievement tests. The Jackson School
is one of several schools in the Area III, that
had been identified as a school where there was a
disparity between the Black pupil achievement levels
and the White pupil, achievement levels.
The Black students in the category of low
achievers is very small in comparison to the total
Black student enrollment. The children are being
tutored on an individual basis by White parents,
who volunteered to help the children. The parents
were trained in special sessions before the tutor¬
ing began to help the students with their specific
needs. The trainers made a point to the parents
not to be condescending or critical in their
attitudes toward the pupils. There were twenty
tutors when the program began. Of the twenty,
two were Black, including the writer. The tutors
met with the children on a bi-weekly basis, and
they brought materials such as games and other
exercises to assist the students in upgrading
their skills. The pupils looked forward to the
tutoring sessions and the tutors expressed their
satisfaction in their activities. The students
benefited and the tutors benefited from the inter¬
racial contact. The tutors discussed the progress
each of their students were making, in several
tutor workshops that were held during the semester.
The Cultural Lesson
The writer presented a lesson on African
Culture and Art to a first year class and a
fifth year class during Black History Week at
the invitation of the teachers. The first year
teacher had a daily lesson on Black music and
musicians during this week. The pupils were
asked to bring in records of various Black com¬
posers and entertainers to present to the class.
The writer presented examples of Makondi sculp¬
ture from Tanzania and gave a simple geography
lesson on some of the climate and land and people
of some African countries. The pupils were also
shown a children's game from Nigeria. They
played the game and listened to some African music.
The White, as well as the Black, children enjoyed
the game and several of the girls told me some
weeks later how much they enjoyed the lesson. The
teachers assisted the writer in demonstrating the
game to the pupils.
The sculpture lesson was presented to the
fifth year class, and a discussion on the elements
of African culture that can be found in the
American culture. The students asked questions
about African people and the teacher asked "How
did Black people come to America?"
I feel the purpose of the lesson was ful¬
filled; i.e., to include more minority culture and
information in the school curriculxam, especially
in a bi-racial school, in order that the minority
group child's culture is represented along with the
dominant culture.
The lesson was in preparation for the trip
to Atlanta University to visit the Special Collec¬
tion at Trevor Arnett Library of primary resource
materials relating to Black History, and the Art
Gallery of Afro-American art works. The students
in the fifth year class were asked, "What year did
Black people first come to America?" Most of the
students were not aware of the fact that Black
people came to America in 1619, and that not all
Blacks who came to America were slaves. There
were responses to questions such as, "Name three
outstanding Black people in America, past or pres-
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ent." The persons that were named by both Black
and White students included: Martin Luther King,
Jr., Booker T. Washington, George Washington Carver,
Harriet Tubman, Charles Drew, Benjamin Banneker,
Jan Matzelinger, Phyllis Wheatly, Frederick Douglass,
Sojourner Truth, Ralph Bunche, Andrew Young, and
W. E. B. DuBois. Several of these people were
mentioned more than once. The students were asked
to tell some aspect of these people's lives that
they knew in regard to Black History and Culture.
The trip to Atlanta University would reinforce the
knowledge that the students possess on the subject.
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Trip to Atlanta University
One of the situations that the writer observed
was a trip to the Trevor Arnett Library of Atlanta
University Center. The writer planned that trip
in order to provide a Black cultural experience
for the fifth year classes at the Warren T. Jackson
School. The planning, preparation, and execution
of the trip allowed the writer to observe class¬
room interactions under various conditions. The
writer introduced the cultural information to the
classes in preparation for the trip. During the
cultural lesson, the writer observed that the stu¬
dents were very attentive and interested in the
discussion and presentation of artifacts related
to the lesson. The students responded to the ques¬
tions and listened quietly during the presentation.
The primary purpose of the trip for the writer
was to observe the pupil/teacher interactions and
the kinds of behavior which could provide informa¬
tion about the teacher expectations for the students
in a specific situation. The specific interactions
such as questioning, guiding, praising, and state¬
ments which serve as an indication of expectations
were noted.
The teacher/pupil interactions included state¬
ments by the teacher such as "You must listen care¬
fully to everything that you hear and be very quiet
and orderly, and don't touch anything unless you
are told to . . ." These statements were made in
the classroom before the trip began. These state¬
ments served as a guide to the students as to the
kind of behavior that was expected of them. The
students were consistently encouraged to behave in
a certain way which would maximize their success in
the classroom interaction by: listening, observing,
questioning, and inductive learning. After the
students had demonstrated the expected behavior
they were praised with statements such as "You be¬
haved well," and "You did very well." The students
were attentive and interested throughout the library
lesson and Art Gallery tour.
The class was excited in anticipating the trip.
They asked questions about the things that they
would see at the library and Art Gallery. The students
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were friendly with each other as they boarded
the bus to go to the library in an orderly
fashion. Most of the students sat near friends
and talked quietly as the bus progressed toward
our destination. The Trevor Arnett Library is
located at the head of the main campus quad¬
rangle. The dogwoods were in bloom and even
though it was an overcast day. Spring was evi¬
dent everywhere. The students took notice of
the beauty of campus and lawn in front of the
library.
The students came into the library very
quietly and took their seats. Several chairs
had to be added and this was done in an orderly
way. The librarian complimented the students
after they had been seated, "You came in so
smoothly and quietly." "I know that I can trust
you to handle all the materials carefully."
"Some of these articles are very old." The stu¬
dents especially liked the photographs of Booker
T. Washington and Frederick Douglass. An original
letter written by Booker T. Washington was passed
around, and the students were impressed with the
fact that the letter was written in 1907. They
looked at photographs of W. E. B. DuBois, his
daughter and other family members. A copy of the
certificate of free status for Frederick Douglass
was displayed with Abraham Lincoln's signature on
it. The librarian emphasized the difference bet¬
ween primary and secondary sources to the students.
After the visit, the students wrote summaries
of their trip. (See Appendix B). The contents indi¬
cate the students had learned from the experience.
They particularly enjoyed the librarians' lectures
and the tour of the Art Gallery. Specifically,
they learned the difference between primary and
secondary sources. The writer also reviewed the
important aspects of the library lesson with the
students after they returned to the school. The
students demonstrated recall and retention of the
facts and information presented during the lesson.
When I visited the classroom again the next week,
many of the students indicated that they enjoyed
the trip and that they had learned many facts. The
students gained information about Black History
and culture. They learned research techniques as
well. The lesson required concentration on their
part because it was mainly a lecture and presenta¬
tion of historical materials. The students had an
opportunity to handle the materials which were very
old and many of them mentioned this experience in
their summaries. Some of the adjectives used by
the students to describe their reactions were:
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colorful, interesting, amazing, huge, gigantic,
enjoyable, beautiful, fun, neat, nice, and wonder¬
ful. The students were motivated to learn and
the teachers reinforced their motivation by review,
reminders, questions, and praise.^ The teachers
spoke to the students in a calm and pleasant manner
at all times; they never raised their voices or
shouted at the children. The students responded
by their calm and relaxed manner of behavior in
the classroom and at the library.
^Some of these behaviors were






Analysis and Presentation of the Findings
The research questions of the study were:
1. What is the nature of the teacher/pupil inter¬
action in the classroom process at the Warren T.
Jackson School?
2. What is the nature of teacher behavior which
indicates expectations for the pupils at the
Warren T. Jackson School?
An analysis of the data indicated certain findings which
illuminate the nature of the teacher/pupil interactions at the
Warren T. Jackson School. The data indicated that the teacher/
pupil interactions were geared toward the curriculum goals of
the school program. The teacher/pupil interactions stressed
the execution of specific tasks and completion of these tasks.
The teacher encouraged the pupils to be independent and self-
reliant. The teachers’ planning included a certain work sche¬
dule which was cooperatively and individually planned for each
of the curriculum areas in order to achieve certain goals.
The pupils are trained to follow certain routines which
will maximize their acquisition of information and skills on
each grade level in order to be prepared for the next level.
Many pupils were working above their respective grade levels
in all of the classrooms. The pupils demonstrated self-reliance,
self-confidence and self-assertion in the completion of their
studies. There were many examples of pupils who verbally
expressed pride in their progress and individual achievement.
The teachers use praise, encouragement and reminders to rein-
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force pupil accomplishment of tasks.
They plan cooperatively for class activities and each
pupil is allowed to work in groups according to ability rather
than grades. Thus a first grade pupil may read with a second
grade group. The individualized curriculum allows the pupils
freedom to discover information for themselves. The pupils
have freedom of movement from resource center to resource center
in an atmosphere that is very relaxed. The pupils can consult
other pupils for assistance, or they can work independently.
The pupils have been trained to follow certain procedures to
maximize the process of learning. The individualized programs
allow for individual differences and ability grouping for
instruction.
The teacher/pupil interactions are affected by the amount
of parent participation in the school.
An extensive amount of homework is given? parents cooper¬
ate with the individual projects by assisting the pupils at
home. Since the teachers expect the parents to help their child¬
ren find information materials and other resources to execute
the homework assignments adequately, there is a high degree of
parent-teacher cooperation. Many of the parents are highly
educated and professional people. They have high expectations
for their children and the cooperation between the home and
school is evident in the quality of pupil home-made projects
displayed in the classroom.
The teacher expectations can be high because the pupils
have superior abilities. The teacher expectation reinforces
the behavior of the students by helping them to get the maxi-
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miam benefit of their time in the classroom. The pupils under¬
stand what is expected of them and their behavior is rewarded
by praise, encouragement and favors, i.e., (candy, telephone
calls to parents, favorable comments to other teachers and
parents).
The pupils are expected to perform up to their potential
as measured by the test scores on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills.
The pupils respond positively to the teacher expectations. They
are conscientious and serious about their educational tasks
and progress.
The enrichment class and the remedial reading class pro¬
vide for the needs of those pupils who are achieving signifi¬
cantly below or above their levels. These teachers support
those pupils who need extra help to reach their grade level
and reinforce the skills that are taught in the regular class¬
rooms. The enrichment teacher provides a challenge for the
pupils who are achieving above grade level. They are given an
opportunity to do creative writing, nature study and play
reinforcement type educational games. The foreign language and
music program are provided to all the students which adds an
additional dimension to the skills to be obtained by the edu¬
cation process. The pupils have an opportvinity to learn a
second language and acquire musical skills in voice and/or
instruction. All of the pupils have an opportunity to perform
in plays and musicals and learn skills of play production.
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SUltimary
The Warren T. Jackson School is one of the highest scor¬
ing schools in the Atlanta system. The fourth year class at
the Jackson School was the highest achieving class of all the
fourth year classes in Atlanta. An analysis of the grade level
equivalent scores on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills reveals that
the average grade level equivalent for each grade varies from
four to ten months above grade level. These averages are
significant because they are also above the national norms for
the test. The average test scores in grade equivalents for
the April, 1976 administration of the test were significantly
higher than the grade equivalent of 1975. (See Appendix A
figure 5.) An analysis of these scores indicates an increase
of three to six months, in some cases above the scores for
comparable grades for 1975. Thus the average reading score in
grade one for 1975 was 2.8, this represent a national average
quotient (NAQ) of 165; 100 is the norm for national average
quotients on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills.
The teachers and pupils are very conscious of the pupil
performance on the achievement test. Emphasis is placed on
achieving above the grade level equivalent. One teacher stated,
"If pupils are reading on grade level, they are in trouble,
because they are just getting by; it is better for them to be
one or two years above grade level to perform adequately".
The socio-cultural climate of the school is middle class
and achievement-orientated. There is a cooperative bi-racial
climate which includes Black parent participation in the parent-
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teacher organization and parent volunteer program. The Black
pupils enrolled in the school are primarily from middle class
homes. They are participating in the voluntary transfer pro¬
gram of the Atlanta plan for the desegregation of the public
schools. The pupils are residents of the Southwest, Southeast,
and lower Northwest sections of Atlanta. The Southwest areas
are heavily represented in the Black pupil enrollment at the
school. The pupils from this area are high achieving students
as evidenced by their participation in the enrichment class
and the above grade level reading groups in the classroom.
Many of the parents who hold offices on the parent-teacher
organization and participate in the school volunteer program
are from this community.
The teachers have included the study of Black History
and culture in the curriculum, and the texts that are used in
the classes include stories and information about minority
group culture and history. A cultural lesson given by the
writer made a contribution to the Black studies curriculum.
The fifth year classes visited the Atlanta University
Library to see the Special Collection on the Negro and the
Negro Art Collection. The writer also presented an art and
geography lesson on Africa.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Interpretation of the Findings
The analysis of the data would seem to support a theory
of middle-class schooling. In the middle-class school, the
teacher/pupil interactions are strongly geared toward the
curriculiom goals of the school. In a middle-class school, the
teacher expectations are high for pupils both in behavior and
achievement. Achievement in academic areas seems to be the
primary goal of the middle-class school.
When the Black population in a middle-class school is of
the same social and economic background, the goals and expec¬
tations for the Black and White pupils are the same. Because
of the demands of the curriculvim, the middle-class school puts
more demands on the pupils to meet the rigors of academic per¬
formance. The parents play an important role by supporting
and cooperating with the school faculty. Therefore, the
teacher/pupil interactions reflect the interest and cooperation
between the home and the school. The community support of the
school creates a climate for cooperation and progress within
the school. This theory would make a contribution to knowledge
in the field of integrated education, because it provides a
model for a situation in which there is maximiam benefit to the
Black and White children who are participants in a bi-racial
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school situation. This kind of finding could serve as a guide
to educators and community leaders who are involved in proposed
metropolitan plans to integrate urban and suburban schools.
The Warren T. Jackson school could serve as an example of bi-
racial schooling which allows the maximum educational benefits
to the Black and White pupils who are participants in the inte¬
gration plan. The findings might be helpful, therefore, in
future metropolitan plans to desegregate the area schools,
because it could focus attention on those school situations
and communities which might be more responsive to metropolitan
desegregation plans.
The theory of bi-racial schooling proposed by Nancy St.
John, was supported by the findings in this study, in regard
to the optimum school conditions needed for successful parti¬
cipation by Black pupils. Those integrated situations where
there is support of teacher services for pupil assistance,
equal abilities of Black and White pupils, avoidance of com¬
petition and individualization of the curriculum, would seem
to be beneficial to Black pupils in a bi-racial school.
The Coleman Report cited the increase in Black pupil
achievement in integrated schools; this could not be supported
in this study, because previous individual test scores in all
Black situations in comparison to the scores in an integrated
situation was not the focus of this study. However, the in¬
fluence of teacher support of low-achieving pupils was illumi¬
nated by the success of low-achieving pupils in the ESAA
tutoring (Title IV) program, wherein, ten pupils no longer
needed the services of tutors after seven months in the program
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because they had progressed so successfully.
The findings of this study also agreed with those of
the Coleman Report in that the home influence is a primary
factor in the level of pupil achievement. The extensive parent
volunteer and parent cooperation in the school was a signifi¬
cant contributing factor to the educational and social climate
of the Warren T. Jackson School. The parents had high expec¬
tations for their children, which was manifested in their
cooperation with the school by volunteer activities and assist¬
ance to the pupils to fulfill their homework assignments.
The study also made findings in relation to the theory
of self-fulfilling prophecy of teacher expectations. That is,
pupils of whom little is expected will achieve little. Pupils
of whom more is expected will achieve better. The teachers
praised the pupils for their behavior and academic performance.
The teachers play a significant role in structuring and creat¬
ing classroom climate. The findings of this study reinforce
this concept of the teacher's role, in determining the climate
in the classroom. The pupils responded to the statements by
the teacher in regard to expected behavior and academic per¬
formance, at the Warren T. Jackson School. When they exhibited
the expected behavior, they were praised for their performance.
The extensive homework assignments demanded a significant
amount of parent participation and the pupils could not parti¬
cipate as well without the support of their parents. This
would support the Coleman Study Report, that the home environ¬
ment is the primary factor in the pupil achievement levels.
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Summary and Conclusions
The main focus of this research study was the issue of
teacher/pupil interactions in a bi-racial school. The research
questions were: (1) What is the nature of the teacher/pupil
interactions in the classroom process at the Warren T. Jackson
School? (2) What is the nature of the teacher behavior which
indicates expectations for the pupils at the Warren T. Jackson
School? These research questions served as guides in this
observational study of a bi-racial elementary school where the
achievement is high.
The anthropological field study method of Participant-
Observation was utilized to make a systematic observational
study of the teacher/pupil interactions in a bi-racial school.
The writer observed the classroom process in the role of tutor,
room mother, school volunteer, and member of the Parent-Teacher
Organization. This procedure allowed the writer to observe
the classroom process in different perspectives, as an observer
and non-participant, and as a non-observer and participant.
An anecdotal record was maintained of the observation experi¬
ences. These records were written as cultural descriptions
of the classroom process and school activities.
An analysis was made of the data and the findings seemed
to indicate an agreement with the findings of bi-racial
schooling by Nancy St. John, in her book. School Desegregation
Outcomes for Children,
Thus, the factor that will probably deter¬
mine whether the desegrated classroom is, on
the balance academically facilitating rather than
threatening are: lack of interracial tension
and either initial similarity in achievement
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level of Black and White children or else
supportiveness of school staff, availability
of school academic policies that favor over¬
coming handicaps, avoidance of competition,
and above all individualization of instruc¬
tion.^
The analysis of the data revealed that the pupils at
the Warren T. Jackson School are achieving four months to one
year above grade levels. The Black pupils in the school are
achieving above grade level, as evidenced by their participa¬
tion in above grade reading series. The social and economic
background of the Black and White pupils is very similar. Both
the White and Black pupils and their parents actively partici¬
pate in all school activities. The parents demonstrate their
support of the teachers by assisting their children with their
homework assignments. Therefore, the teacher/pupil interactions
are influenced by the extensive parental interest and support
of classroom activities.
There is more adjustment or cultural marginality experi¬
enced by lower-class Black children in a middle-class school.
Therefore, the classroom process should support these children
who have difficulty adjusting. The findings of this study
indicated that because of support and individualization of
instruction, the achievement levels of the low-achieving pupils
were raised. These findings agree with those of Thomas Pettigrew
and Coleman, which indicated that integrated schooling should
raise the achievement levels of low-achieving pupils because
of their contact with high achieving pupils.
^St. John, School Desegregation Outcomes for Children,
p. 103
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Those pupils who attended the ESAA tutoring classes,
improved their skills sufficiently enough to discontinue their
attendance in the classes. Individual test scores were not
examined during this study} however, an examination of class
average grade equivalents was made, and it was found that the
average grade equivalent was four months to one year above
grade level. The fourth year class at the Warren T. Jackson
School achieved the highest grade equivalent of all fourth
year classes in Atlanta. The average grade equivalents of all
the classes at Warren T. Jackson School, improved in some
cases from two to four months from 1975 to 1976.
The faculty of the school has a representative racial
balance of teachers, and teacher-aides. This racial balance
allows for identification by the Black pupils enrolled in the
school. The staff helps to promote a positive bi-racial climate
in the school.
Teacher expectations are particularly important factors
in the success of pupils in the classroom. The self-fulfilling
prophecy in the studies by Coleman, Clark, Pettigrew and Wendel
was supported by the findings in this study. The pupils re¬
sponded positively to the positive statements of encouragement
and praise by the teachers. The teachers expected their pupils
to behave in a certain way in the classroom and follow class¬
room routines. The teachers also expected high achievement
from those pupils whose achievement records were high. The
pupils were rewarded with praise and favors when they behaved
or performed academically as they were expected to. The pupils
demonstrated self-confidence and self-assertion in performance
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of their work. They also expressed pride in their progress
and achievement. The classroom interaction emphasized inde¬
pendence and achievement by the pupils. The classroom routines
allowed for freedom of movement from resource center to resource
center and for the individualization of tasks, according to
the pupils' needs and abilities.
The school climate was reinforced by the school-community
relationship and local commianity support of the Warren T.
Jackson School. Various organizations in the northwest com¬
munity, such as the League of Women Voters, The School-Community
Advisory Board and other community leaders in the Area III
School District have sponsored a community drive and Open
House at the Northside High School, to help foster renewed
interest in the public schools to the residents of the community.
Many of the residents of this area have enrolled their child¬
ren in the private schools in the area, rather than send them
to the public schools. Those White parents who have their
children enrolled in classes, at the Warren T. Jackson School
seem dedicated to the process of integrated schooling. There
is a very active parent volunteer group at the school, and the
parent participation is an integral part of the school program.
The Black parents whose children are enrolled in the
school are participants in the Voluntary Transfer program.
They are also actively involved in the parent participation
activities. Many of these parents hold offices on the Parent-
Teacher Organization Board and serve as coordinators of the
Parent Volunteer groups.
Although the school climate reflects the middle-class
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values of the community which it serves, the Black middle-
class functions effectively within the setting and makes a
significant contribution to the school. There is some disparity
between the participation of the Black pupils from the south¬
west and southeast area of Atlanta.
The southwest group tends to be more represented in the
various parent participation programs^ The pupils from the
southwest area are more evident in the high achieving groups in
the classrooms. The parents are more active and vocal in the
Parent-Teacher Organization. There is some movement toward
getting more of the parents from the southeast group to parti¬
cipate, especially in the Parent-Teacher Organization meetings.
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Conclusions
The sxammary of the findings indicate certain conclusions
based on the data of the study. The teacher/pupil interactions
in a bi-racial school where the achievement is high are geared
toward the continued academic progress of all of the pupils.
A bi-racial school, where there is a similarity between the
academic levels of the Black and White pupils is less threat¬
ening to the Black pupils academically, and it allows them to
maintain their self-confidence, self-assertion and academic
progress. The effect of positive teacher expectations for
pupils tends to reinforce positive achievement and behavior
by pupils.
Community support of the bi-racial school is a signifi¬
cant contributing factor to the educational and social climate
of the school. Black parents have a greater sense of control
in a bi-racial school where there is a similarity in the social
and economic class of the parents. The contributions made by
the Black parents who participate in the school is a significant
factor in the bi-racial climate of the school.
The parent participation in the educational process is a
significant factor in the resulting teacher/pupil interactions
in the classroom. The staff support and individualization of
instruction helped the low achieving pupils to increase to
grade levels. The success of the Warren T. Jackson School
would seem to be the result of both in school and out of school
factors. Nancy St. John suggested the multifactor process for
successful integrated school situation. Integration effects
many factors of the educational process, and one factor such
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as academic achievement cannot be isolated from the setting.
Therefore, teacher expectations, school administration, parent
participation, and community support all contribute to the
school climate according to St. John:
"First, desegregation is not a simple phenom¬
ena even for a single child in a single situation.
Instead there are a number of dimensions to the
experienced, some favorable, some unfavorable.
Second and third, the way in which desegregation
is implemented, on the one hand, and the parti¬
cular need of individual children on the other
may condition the outcome. If desegregated child¬
ren gain in some respects but not in other respects
or if gains for some children or some classrooms
are counter-balanced by losses for other children
or other classrooms average gains would appear as
inconsistent and statistically insignificant as
they in fact do."l
In spite of the successful bi-racial climate at the
Warren T. Jackson School, there are still many barriers to
positive school integration situations posed by society at
large. The societal forces must still be considered in any
movement toward integration. Subtle racist resistance in
this area has not vanished. But the challenge of the future
will be the elimination of all vestiges of racial bias that
still exist.
Implications
The nature of the teacher/pupil interactions in a
middle-class, bi-racial school indicate that the successful
integrated situations may depend on the educational level of
the people involved. Community support of a bi-racial school
also makes a significant contribution to the success of the
^Ibid, p. 88.
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school climate. A bi-raclal school such as Warren T. Jackson
could serve as a model for integrated schools. The socio-eco¬
nomic status of the Black and White participants and the simi¬
larity in values and interests would seem to be important
factors to be considered in any integrated situation. The
teacher/pupil interactions in the Warren T. Jackson School are
productive and beneficial to the pupils involved because of
these factors.
The following features of the Atlanta Plan for desegre¬
gation of the public schools would seem to be desirable in
other situations;
1. An integrated faculty
2. An administrator committed to successful implement¬
ation of the desegregation plan.
3. Community support of the desegregation plan.
4. Community leadership and intelligent planning for
the process of integration.
5. Voluntary participation by black parents and pupils.
6. Individualization of curriculum.
7. Positive teaching expectations
Therefore, Black pupils would seem to gain more in an
educated, middle-class school setting, if there is community
support of the integrated process. Since academic achievement
and progress would be one of the desired outcomes of an inte¬
grated situation, the assessment of these benefits would seem
to be one of the criteria for determining the success of the
integrated setting.
Integrated schooling is still desirable where it will
be beneficial to the participants. It still provides the cross-
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cultural and bi-racial contacts which may help to prevent
alienation and isolation of Black and White communities. The
bi-racial school can help to maintain an area of communication
between the racial groups. The polarization of the Black
inner-city and White suburban areas will only serve to rein¬
force social, economic, and political separation. White child¬
ren have more opportunity to learn about minority groups and
cultures in a bi-racial school. The future of American society
will be better if there is more multi-cultural understanding
rather than continued separation and misunderstanding between
the races.
Recommendations
Based on the conclusions of the study, the writer deter¬
mined three (3) broad recommendations for the desegregation of
schools.
1. There is a need for continued anthropological
study of the process of integrated schooling.
Comparative studies could be made of several
schools in the area of teacher/pupil inter¬
actions and the socio-cultural climate of bi-
racial schools, to see which are the most
successful situations. These schools could
be compared with similar situations in pre¬
dominately Black schools.
2. More pre-service and in-service training of
teachers to increase sensitivity to multi¬
cultural school situations and the needs of
minority children.
3. A continuous program of curriculum programs
on the minority contributions to American
society. Use of plays and other cultural
materials which demonstrate positive minority
roles, rather than racial stereotypes.
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The writer also determined three (3) specific recommen¬
dations for the Warren T. Jackson School that might prove help
ful in the process of integrated schooling,
1. A public relations effort in Area III to publicize
the successful integrated situation at the
Warren T, Jackson School.
2. An effort to increase parent and pupil partici¬
pation of southeast area residents at the Warren
T. Jackson School.
3. Continuation of the Voluntary Transfer Plan in
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STUDENT ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE
WARREN T. OACKSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Each spring, all students in grades one through seven in the Atlanta Public Schools are
given the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS). This standardized test measures student
achievement in the following areas; vocabulary, word analysis, reading comprehension,
language skills (spelling, capitalization, punctuation, usage), work-study skills (map
reading, reading graphs and tables, and knowledge and use of reference materials), and
mathematics (concepts and problem-solving). The results of the ITBS testing for reading,
math, and composite for a three-year period (1973, 1974, and 1975) is provided on the
reverse side of this paper. The composite score is a total test score which reflects overall
performance on the entire test. Scores are provided by grade level, as well as for the
total school.
The scores are provided in tiiree different ways; (1) grade equivalents, (2) national
achievement quotient (NAQ), and (3) age achievement quotient. The grade equivalent
score reflects the number of years and months normally required to attain a particular
level of achievement. For example, if a third grade student had a grade equivalent score
of 4.5, he or she would have attained a level of achievement that 50 per cent of all
children attain by the time that they have received four years and five months of
schooling. The national achievement quotient (NAQ) reflects student performance as a
percentage of the performance of the national norm group. An NAQ of 100 indicates that
a student, or class, is performing at the level of the national norm. A score above 100
indicates that the student or class is scoring above the norm, while a score below 100
would indicate that the student is scoring below the norm. The age achievement
quotient (AAQ) compares student performance with the performance of other students his
or her own age. Thus, an AAQ score of 100 would indicate that the student is performing
at the same level of other students his or her own age. Likewise, a score above 100 would
indicate that the student is scoring better than other students his or her own age, and a
score below 100 would indicate lower performance than other children of the same age
group. As can be seen by the accompanying achievement data, student performance at
Warren T. Jackson has consistently been well above that of the nacionalnorm for the past
three years.
Information from the Georgia Statewide Testing Program. Each fall, the State of
Georgia administers the ITBS to all fourth grade students. Additional information has
been provided by these scores. For instance, while nationwide, 5C per cent of all students
score above the 50th percentile, at Warren T. Jackson, approximately 70 per cent of all
children score above the 50th percentile. Approximately 35 per cent score above the 75th
percentile.
To help meet the needs of students varying in academic performance, Warren T.
Jackson has a program for the gifted to help insure that the academically accelerated
child is continually challenged. In addition, resources are available to provide assistance
for any students who may need additional assistance in order to master basic skill
requirements. Thus, the instructional program at Jackson is geared toward providing




IOWA TESTS OF BASIC SKILLSf
GE«NA0“AA0 BY SCHOOL BY GRADE
APRIL 1973 « MAY 1914 « APRIL 1975
JACKSON CE NAO AAC«x ss:BX sassxssssscasassaaaa as:a aa aaaaa ssaa:aaaaaaa aa aaa aa a aaa:aaa aaa aaaaaa aaaaaaaaaaaa aaazaa.aaaREADING. GRADE N 73 N 74 N 75 N 73 N 74 N 75 N 73 N 74 N 75««as a sa aaaa aaa aa aa aaa aaa a aa a aaaa aaa aaaa aaa aaaa aaa aasa aaa1 29 3.2 28 J.4 53 2.8 2'- 189 28 191 53 165 29 124 28 125 53 1192 29 3.4 25 3.4 bo 3.8 29 127 25 12C 56 140 29 109 25 110 56 1163 50 4.4 33 4.1 44 4.1 50 119 33 108 44 111 5 0 1C9 33 105 44 1064 50 5.5 48 5.6 61 4.8 50 117 48 116 61 101 50 '110 48 110 61 102b 60 6.4 46 6.3 65 6.2 60 112 46 109 65 109 6C 108 46 107 65 1066 65 7.0 65 105 65 104
TOTAL 283 5.4 180 4.9 279 4.4 283 122 18C 125 279 124 283 109 180 111 279 109
GE NAU AAOar aaaaaaaaaa aaaaa aaaaaaaa aaa aa aaaaa aaaa aaaa asaaasaa «C»3ESS:s as aeaaaaaaaaamaaa a aa aa a a aa^ aaa:aaaNATH GRADE N 73 N 74 N 75 N ' 73 N 74 N 75 N 73 N 74 N 75aaaa aaa a aaa aaa aaas a aa aaas === BSSS aaa SKSS aaa aaas .S3= sssas sss aaa1 31 2.2 28 2.5 53 2.2 31 128 28 138 53 129 31 110 28 113 53 ill2 31 3.2 25 3.3 56 3.0 31 117 25 U7 56 113 31 107 25 111 56 1083 49 4.2 33 4.0 43 3.8 49 114 33 104 43 104 49 108 33 105 43 104• 4 50 5.2 48 5.1 61 4.6 50 111 48 107 61 98 50 107 48 107 61 1015 61 6.4 46 6.4 66 6.1 61 112 46 111 66 107 61 109 46 109 66 1066 65 7.2 65 108 65 106
TOTAL 287 5.2 180 4.6 279 4.1 287 114 18C 114 279 110 287 loa 180 108 279 106
COMPOSITE
GE NAO AAOasS'SsssssssaBsxssssssaaxxssss ss ssxsassxs ««xs a sissssaxxxasssssa «xa assssxvxxsx z sssaxsas^sssaaxGRADE N 73 N 74 N 75 N 73 N 74 N 75 N 73 N 74 N 75saa aaaa =j=a a sas »aa = = =a aaaa aaa «aaa aaa saa a asa aaa a aaa saa1 31 2.7 28 3.0 53 2.6 31 162 28 169 53 151 31 117 28 120 53 1162 31 3.5 25 3.5 56 3.4 31 123 25 125 56 127 31 110 25 112 56 1123 50 4.4 33 4.1 44 4.1 50 119 33 107 44 111 50 1C9 33 105 44 1074 50 5.4 48 5.4 61 4.8 50 116 48. 113 61 102 50 110 48 109 61 1035 61 6.5 S6 6.4 66 6.2 61 114 46 110 66 108 61 109 46 108 66 1066 65 7.1 65 107 65 1C5
TOTAL 288 5.4 160 4.8 280 4.3 288 120 18C 121 280 119 286 109 180 110 280 108
TABLE 1.
TA^UE









ZATION RECREATION USAGE TOTAL LANGUAGE






0% 5% 0% 8% 3% 3% 10%
TABLE *Iowa Test of Basic Skills
TAELE 3.i























3% 0% 3% 3% 19%
TA61E *Iowa Test of Basic Skills
I
TftBU 4.
FOURTH YEAR CLASS - AVERAGE GRADE EQUIVALENTS*
Fall 1975 - Pupils Tested (4.1) Grade Level
Subject











4.4 4.4 4.9 4.5 4.2 4.2 4.1 4.3 4.7
"TA. *Iowa Test of Basic Skills
i
TAe>l,E 5:
FOURTH YEAR CLASS - AVERAGE GRADE EQUIVALENTS*














Equivalent 4.8 4.7 4.5 3.8 4.2
3
4.4
’TABLE 5; *Iowa Teat of Basic Skills
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a. creative questioning of
pupils
b. encouraging statements to
the pupils
c. teacher praising of the
pupils
d. teacher encouragement of
student statements
e. teacher elaboration of
student statements






a. listening to the teacher
b. observing the teacher
c. creative questioning of
the teacher
d. writing down information
e. reactions of pupils to
teacher statements
f. smiling, frowning or
crying
g. pupil expression of ideas





(IN SPECIFIC IN- TEACHER BEHAVIOR
CIDENTS OR SITUA¬
TIONS) a. teacher expectations for
the quality of pupil workb.teacher behavior expecta¬
tions for pupils
PUPIL BEHAVIORS
a. freedom to use resources
b. examples of group learning
activities
c. examples of independent
learning activities
d. movement from resource to
resource
e. problem-solving activities










a. freedom to use resources
b. problem-solving activities





g. movement from resource to
resource
h. academic ability of black
students







a. positive behavior such as
playing together, help¬
ing each other, seeking
each other's company,
i.e., black and white
children








OPEH HOUSE at lUORREII T. JRCHSOn
your neighbarhoad elBmentary school
RIRREH 24—9 a.m to 1 p.m.
OBSERVE THE CLASSES
• taught by experienced, certified teachers—over
50% with a master's degree or higher
• in which the teacher-to-pupil ratio is Tto-28
• with six full-time, paid teacher-aides—allowing the
teachers more time for personalized instruction
• where the student population is racially balanced,
the enrollment is stabilized, and harmony prevails
• in which children from varied cultural back¬
grounds acquire the spirit of cooperation and learn
how to get along well together in real-life
situations
TALK WITH
• the children, whose achievement test scores are
consistently the highest in the Atlanta system—all
class averages well above national norms
• the classroom teachers, who care deeply about
"their" children as individuals and strive to make
sure that all are learning at capacity
• the eight special resource teachers, who provide
some of the "extras" in Jackson's comprehensive
curriculum: choral music. . . string instruments . . .
Spanish . . . band instruments . . . speech therapy
. . . academic remediation . . . learning disabilities
. . . program for the "gifted"
• the principal, who will discuss with you the
school's individualized instructional process with
emphasis on self-directed learning, concern for a
child-centered learning environment and a sup¬
portive emotional climate, and the absence of
discipline problems
HAVE A CUP OF COFFEE with your neighbors,
many of whom are enthusiastically involved as par¬
ents or school friends in developing
• an exciting cultural arts program
• woodshop instruction
00
• an exceptional tutoring program
• an outdoor learning lab and nature trail winding
through Jackson's 13 beautiful wooded acres
COME EXPLORE the buildings and grounds of one
of Atlanta's newest, most modern, and best-equipped
schools.
KEEP IN MIND
No tuition fees at Jackson. The children's tuition is
paid by the tax dollars you have already invested.
WARREN T. JACKSON
1325 Mt. Paran Road (see map on back)
Fl& 3
There's a world of difference within walking distance.
EVERYONE IS INVITED
Mothers and fathers, grandmothers and grandfathers,
aunts and uncles—everyone is invited.
You'll have fun watching the children in action
(kindergarten through fifth grade), and you can see
for yourself why we think Warren T. Jackson is tops.
You'll enjoy the visit even if you don't have any
school-age children or preschoolers, and there's the
possibility that you'll get fired up about one of our
friends-of-the-school programs.
Come see how well the school you own Is educating
the future citizenry of America. See firsthand how
well your tax dollars for education are being invested.
T. JACKSON SCHDDO
1525 MOUNT PAC^AN ■pb.,N\JU
March 24 — 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
FI&. M. WASEEK T. JAOKSOH SCHOOL BULLETIN
Thursday, March 25, 1976
REMEMBER, TOIORROW —FRIDAY IS A HOLIDAY! 11!!
JACKSON JAGUAR
Our school mascot, the Jackson Jaguar, is on display in the main entrance
hall. Both fifth grade classes worked diligently to apply several layers
of papier mache and to paint realistic animal markings. They did an
outstanding job and we’re happy to receive the figure as the first of
many such art projects to be exhibited in our school.
Thank you to; our woodshop instructor, Mr. Frank White, who built the
wooden frame; Lil Parks who constructed the chicken wire body; Brenda
Brown^ Barbara Dickey and Sally Robbins for their assistance; Miss
J^cora and I^rs. Nelson for their cooperation, Holmes, Volunteer Coord.
Our Community Thrust Open House was a tremendous success! More than 50
visitOM came to see our school. Many thanks to all who contributed to this
effort,^especially Joan Steinbrenner who spearheaded it and Deanne Burch,
who organized the coffee and our teachers and students who made it
impressive!
CALENDAR OF COMTNG ETENTS
March 29 - April 10 - ART EXHIBIT on display at Saks Includes many
works by yovmg artists from Jackson School. Don’t miss this!
March'30 ~'The classes of''Mis3”MS^m'''and'’^f'ysT^NMson'‘''T^iyi^e a Hbld^
trip to Atlanta University to see the Art Gallery and a Special collection
relating to Negro history -
March 28 - The Jiinior Associates of the Atlanta Music and the Atlanta
Community Orchestra are giving their free annual Kinder concert from
3 to 4 pro at the First Presbyterian Church auditoriiim (at l6th and Peachtree)
March 31 - P. T. 0. executive board meets 9:00 am -
Dr. Pindar’s production of ’’Torn Sawyer” will be presented by
students of Mrs. Bradley, Miss Malcom, and Mrs. Nelson in our auditoriixra
at 9:00 am and again at 10:00 am.
The nominating committee will meet to select a slate of officers for our
PTO for 1976-77. If you have any suggestions for officers for next year,




























WARREN T. JACKSON SCHXL BULLETIN
Thursday, May 13* 1976
MONDAY


















Spa^etti v/lieat Sauce Submarine Sandwich
Cole Slaw French Fries
Apple Sauce . Tossed Salad
French Bread - Milk Vanilla Cookie
mik
ATTENTION 8 and 9 year old GIRLS -
We are planning to have a Jvinior Girl Scout Troop at Jackson next year for girls
who will be intermediate students in the fall.
On Wednesday, May 19. at 9s00 am there will be a meeting, in the school cafeteria
for all mothers who think they would like their dau^ters to participate or
who would like to know more about the Scouting program. We will have a
representative from Girl Scout Headquarters at the meeting to answer any
questions. If you are interested, but cannot attend the meeting, please call
me or Rose Phillips.
SUPERIOR MUSIC RATING -
Jonathan Adair won a Superior rating and a blue Ribbon Medal at the Music
Festival in April. He played the first movement of Vivaldi Concerto.
The resT^ts of the spring Iowa Tests have been received and are available for
your information. Please arrange a conference with your child's teacher to
receive individual scores.
{Our schooljtotal_te5t_average3_^y_grade_are_a3 followst,1st 2nd 3rd _4th 5th
Betsy Phillips - 255-8017
TOlUMTEEnS -■ You' ar^e' INVITEDI!
Tutors. Drivers. Teachers' Assistants-. Painters. etc
Many times throughout the school year we have asked for help and you have
responded - even during your busiest times. Vie appreciate your support and
want to further egress our thanks by hosting an informal volunteers' coffee
on Thursday, May 20 at 9:30 in the music roan Just off the cafetoriiim.
If you are not currently a volunteer but would like to learn more about our
program, we invite you also. Marilyn Holmes, Volunteer Coordinator - 799-1263
Some of the photos from ovir train trap are now posted outside the office. If
anyone wants prints, the negatives are in the office, parks
PICNIC NEWS -
Helpers are needed to pour drinks, scoop ice cream, take tickets and etc
the night of the picnic. Anyone willing to give an hour to help out, please
call Val Bligl - 261-5024. PICNIC 'RESERVATION FORM BELOWt
Name I would like to make reservations for
picnic suppers at $1.50 each. I understand that I will be held financially
responsible for these reservations.












Thank you for your letter of Februrary 10th indicating
Your wish to bring an elementary 5th grade class (I assume
no more than 30 students) to tour the Art Gallery and visit
the special Negro Collection on Tuesday, March 23, 1976 from
9;30-10:00 A.M.
The above is fine with me. We will eiipect you and
the class to come to the Negro Collection room (to your
left as you enter the library) upon your arrival on the
campus.
If you have further questions I may be reached^ by tele¬
phone at 681-0251 x 335.
Best wishes to you as you continue your project.
















The Art Gallery Tour has been confirmed for March 30, 1976 at 10:00 a.m.
Mr, Robert Tate will be your guide. We appreciate your interest, and gladly
welcome the students.
Please contact us if any change in plan occurs.
Director of Public Relations
ijr\ou^-Viis tiiVtg, Llryog^m^tu uja3>,
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